
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401

5N 157B Lookout Place

May 6, 1986

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. B. J. Youngblood, Project Director

PWR Project Directorate No. 4
Division of Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
Licensing A

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority )

Please refer to J. A. Domer's letter to E. Adensam dated June 21, 1985concerning draft technical specification certification for the Watts BarNuclear Plant unit 1. The letter included technical specification changesstill requiring resolution including a change to SR 4.6.1.8.1d(4) concerningannulus inleakage limits. At your request, enclosed is additional information.

If there are any questions, please get in touch with K. P. Parr at
FTS 858-2681.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

A0
R. Gridley, Director
Nuclear Safety and Licensing

Enclosure
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enclosure)

Region II
Attention: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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ENCLOSURE

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ON
ANNULUS INLEAKAGE ANALYSIS

TVA had previously examined the acceptability of increasing the technicalspecification annulus inleakage limit to 500 cfm using nominaloperational parameters. This analysis was completed and the necessaryFinal Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and technical specification revisionswere transmitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by thereference. Subsequent to this submittal, additional questions wereraised by. the NRC during a September 16, 1985, telecon which required thepreparation of additional analyses. Specifically, the statement in FSARSection 6.2.3.2.1 (page 6.2.3-6b) that "calculations have shown that thiscondition does not result in exceeding the limits given in 10 CFR 100"required verification for the new inleakage limit. This statement is inreference to periods of time when the annulus vacuum is lost.

The additional analysis was conducted to determine the effect of loss ofannulus vacuum prior to a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Thecalculated emergency gas treatment system (EGTS) flow rates wereincorporated into a fission product transport model used in an earliercalculation for a Watts Bar design basis LOCA (DBA). The dischargecalculated with that model was used as input to calculate the offsitedoses. The results show that the two hour site boundary doses increaseby 64 percent (whole body), 83 percent (beta), and 37 percent(inhalation) over the nominal values; however, the absolute values of thedoses (5.4 rem whole body, 3.3 rem beta, and 79.4 rem inhalation) arestill well below the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. Although the predictedoffsite doses increase, they are still well below 10 CFR 100 limits;therefore, the FSAR statement is still valid.

In addition, the NRC posed two additional questions:

1. Is an exfiltration analysis required?

Our understanding of this question is that it is based on the NRCStandard Review Plan (SRP) for FSAR Section 6.2.3. The SRP requiresthat an exfiltration analysis be performed for conditions where thereis an excess of 100 percent of the secondary containment volume perday leakage to the environment. The implication is that this also
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT -ANNULUJS INLEAKAGE ANALYSIS

must be considered when the static environment to annulus secondary
containment pressure differential exceeds -0.25 inches water pressure
since containment external wind dynamics could result in zero
pressure differential across the containment on the downwind side.
our analysis assumes TOTAL secondary containment bypass for the
period of time when the secondary containment pressure differential
(annulus-outside) is greater than -0.25 inches water. Therefore, ouranalysis meets all of the proposed criteria and is conservative.

2. What assumptions are used for the Auxiliary Building pressure
transient?

We do not perform an.Auxiliary Building transient pressure analysis.
The Auxiliary Building secondary containment enclosure (ABSCE) regionof the plant will be maintained at a negative pressure following theDBA LOCA. However, our assumption is that the ABSCE boundary will
not be formed (i.e., negative pressure developed and maintained)
within four minutes of a DBA LOCA accident initiation; and more
conservatively for the interim operation of Watts Bar (with unit 2under construction) a value of ten minutes is assumed. This value isspecified by the plant staff and is used conservatively in our
analysis to specify the time during which airborne fission products
in the Auxiliary Building totally bypass the Auxiliary Building and
are released to the environment.
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